
Logarithmic Kodaira dimension and the poles of theHodge and motivic zeta functions for surfacesB. Rodrigues�March 11, 2003AbstractTo any polynomial f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C with f(0) = 0 one associates the well-known motivic zeta function and its specialization to the level of Hodge polynomials.These zeta functions can be given very explicitly in terms of an embedded resolution off�1f0g in A nC . In this paper, where we work with polynomials in three variables, i.e.,n = 3, we �nd a geometric condition for having a nonzero contribution to the residueat a candidate pole. More precisely, for a given embedded resolution h we �x anexceptional surface E with h(E) = f0g, which induces in a canonical way a candidatepole q of the motivic zeta function. Then we prove that, when the surface E is non-rational and we are in a generic situation, the maximality of the logarithmic Kodairadimension of E� implies the non-vanishing of the contribution of E to the residue at q.Here E� denotes the part of E that doesn't belong to any other irreducible componentof h�1(f�1f0g). The same result is already true on the level of Hodge polynomials.Introduction(0.1) Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C with f(0) = 0. Using motivic integration Denef and Loeserassociated to such a polynomial an interesting singularity invariant, the well-known (local)motivic zeta function [5]. They also derived the following formula for it in terms of anembedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC . Denote by Ei, i 2 T , the irreduciblecomponents of h�1(f�1f0g), set E�I := (Ti2I Ei) n (Sl =2I El) for I � T and denote, foreach i 2 T , by Ni and �i � 1 the multiplicities of Ei in the divisor on X of f � h andh�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn), respectively. Then the formula isZmot(f; s) = L�nXI�T [E�I \ h�1f0g]Yi2I L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 :(Sometimes, as we will do in this paper, the de�nition is rescaled to eliminate the factorL�n .) Here we denote by [�] the class in the Grothendieck ring of algebraic varieties over Cand by MC the localization of this ring with respect to L := [A 1C ]; see (1.3). Then this zetafunction lives in a localization of the polynomial ring MC [L�s ].�Postdoctoral Fellow of the Fund for Scienti�c Research - Flanders (Belgium).2000 Mathematics Subject Classi�caton. 14B05 14E15 14J17 (32S45)1



Since the Grothendieck ring of algebraic varieties is not an integral domain, see theresult of Poonen [14], working with this zeta function, and in particular with its poles, oftenturns out to be rather complicated. In [19, Section 4] for example we already needed somenon-trivial work only to de�ne properly the notion of a pole of the motivic zeta function.Therefore it is often useful to consider its specialization ZHod(f; s) to the level of Hodgepolynomials. As will be the case for the main theorem of the present paper, most propositionsfor the motivic zeta function hold already for ZHod(f; s); thus, for a lot of purposes the levelof Hodge polynomials turns out to be �ne enough already. And on this level we at leastwork over an integral domain. For this Hodge zeta function we have the following formulain terms of the embedded resolution h:ZHod(f; s) :=XI�T H(E�I \ h�1f0g)Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 ;where H(�) denotes the Hodge polynomial. For each variety V this Hodge polynomial H(V )is a polynomial over Z in two variables u and v, see (1.3). The expression above should beconsidered as a rational function in the variable T = (uv)�s.(0.2) We are especially interested in the poles of these zeta functions. Here we say thata rational number q is a pole of ZHod(f; s) if (uv)�q is, considering ZHod(f; s) as a rationalfunction in the variable T = (uv)�s. For obvious reasons we call the rational numbers � �iNi ,i 2 T , the candidate poles.Now it is striking that very often a lot of these candidate poles are actually not reallya pole. This fact would be elucidated if the Monodromy Conjecture is true, stating that ifs� is a pole of ZHod(f; s), then e2�is� is an eigenvalue of the local monodromy of f at somepoint of f�1f0g. For n = 2 this conjecture is already proved; see [12] or [16]. For n � 3 itis still open, but we consider the many partial results which are existing by now as a lot ofevidence for it; see for example [2], [13], [18] and [21].The fact that, even when one assumes this conjecture and one removes the candidate poleseliminated by it, still very little was known about the remaining candidate poles, intriguedVeys. He then started the search for \geometric conditions" which would precisely selectthe poles out of the whole set of candidate poles. More precisely, he studied the questionwhether or not one can decide \geometrically" when a given candidate pole � �iNi , i 2 T ,is a pole. In the case of two variables Veys was already able to give the following positiveanswer.(0.2.1) Theorem ([22, Theorem 4.3]). Let n = 2 and let h be the minimal embeddedresolution of f�1f0g in A 2C . Then a rational number s� is a pole of ZHod(f; s) if and only ifs� = � 1Ni for some irreducible component Ei of the strict transform of f�1f0g with 0 2 h(Ei),or s� = � �iNi for some exceptional curve Ei with h(Ei) = f0g and intersecting at least threetimes other components.In fact Veys proved this result for the so-called topological zeta function, see [4] for thede�nition of this function; but it only needs a trivial veri�cation to see that this immedi-ately implies Theorem 0.2.1. One easily sees that the theorem is also true for an arbitraryembedded resolution, at least when one replaces the condition \intersecting at least three2



times other components" by \intersecting at least three times other components Ej with�j � �iNiNj 6= 1".One can also associate very similar zeta functions to a nonconstant regular function ona normal surface germ, see [23]. In joint work with Veys we also obtained in this case acomplete geometric determination of the poles [19, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 5.5].Recently we generalized Theorem 0.2.1 in the following sense. First note that the formulaof ZHod(f; s) in terms of an embedded resolution immediately implies that the order of apole is at most 2. Hence Theorem 0.2.1 actually tells something about the poles of order 1and 2. For an arbitrary number n of variables we then provided in [17] a complete geometricdetermination of the poles of order n�1 and n, reducing nicely to the statement of Theorem0.2.1 in the case n = 2.(0.3) In this paper we put ourselves in the situation of three variables, i.e., n = 3, and wecontinue the search for geometric conditions on a component Ei which would imply thatthe associated candidate pole � �iNi is really a pole. So, �x an exceptional variety E withh(E) = f0g and suppose that none of the intersecting varieties Ei, i 2 T , induces the samecandidate pole as E. Consider again the Monodromy Conjecture and recall the formulaof A'Campo, see [1, Theorem 3]. From this point of view the framework of Veys in [21],where he wants to prove that the contribution R of E to the residue at � �N vanishes when�(E�) = 0, seems to be very natural. Here �(�) denotes the topological Euler-Poincar�echaracteristic and E� stands for the part of E that remains after the subtraction of all othervarieties Ei, i 2 T . Of course, by the contribution of E, being equal to Ej for some j 2 T ,to the residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �N we mean the residue at � �N of the function obtained fromZHod(f; s) by restricting its de�ning expression, see (0.1), to the terms which correspond tothe subsets I of T containing j. Working with p-adic principal value integrals Denef andJacobs also arrived at the conjecture that, under certain conditions, the vanishing of �(E�)will imply the vanishing of (the p-adic analogue of) R; see [3, Conjecture 1.2.2]. They werealready able to prove it in the case of real principal value integrals.Our point of interest here is mainly the other implication, i.e.,(�(E�) 6= 0) ) (R 6= 0); or perhaps(�(E�) maximal) ) (R 6= 0);where �(�) denotes the logarithmic Kodaira dimension, see De�nition 1.6. Since the log-arithmic Kodaira dimension �(V ) of a nonsingular variety V can only take on the values�1; 0; 1; : : : ; dim(V ), the maximality of the logarithmic Kodaira dimension of E� is equiva-lent to the condition that �(E�) = dim(E�). Till now nothing was known (for n � 3) aboutthese two possible implications.(0.4) Let us give some motivation and plausibility for the latter implication. First, whenwe extend a given resolution by a superuous blowing-up, with exceptional variety E, thelogarithmic Kodaira dimension �(E�) will not be maximal. Secondly, consider the caseof curves, i.e., n = 2. Let h be the minimal embedded resolution and E an exceptionalcurve with h(E) = f0g and numerical data (�;N). Suppose that E intersects k times other3



components Ei and that �i = �i � �NNi 6= 0. (Note that �i 6= 1 in this situation.) Thenwe know by (the proof of) Theorem 0.2.1 that the contribution of the rational curve E tothe residue at � �N is di�erent from zero if and only if k � 3. But below in Figure 1 we seethat this is equivalent to �(E�) = 1 = dim(E�). The same situation occurs in the case of(functions on) normal surfaces. Indeed, here we cannot suppose that �i 6= 1, even not for theminimal embedded resolution, see [19, Example 2.13.1], so we assume that the exceptionalcurve E intersects k times other components Ei with �i 6= 1. Then by (the proof of) [19,Theorem 3.4] we know that the contribution of E is not zero if and only if E is non-rational,or E is rational and k � 3. When we are in the case that none of the numbers �i equals1, then we see again in Figure 1 that the non-vanishing of the contribution is equivalent to�(E�) = 1. Note that it is quite remarkable that the trouble causing curves Ei, i.e., thosewith �i = 1, are precisely the ones which do not contribute to the canonical divisor on E inthe expression KE =X(�i � 1)E 0i;where E 0i is the intersection of E with Ei, see [20, Proposition 2.1].�(C) C�1 P1; A 10 (projective) elliptic curve,A 1 n fpointg1 the othersFigure 1Finally recall that in [13, Subsection 6.6] also Loeser included the maximality of the loga-rithmic Kodaira dimension in his conditions.(0.4.1) Remark. Consider again the situation of three variables. In [21] Veys already provedin a lot of cases that the condition �(E�) � 0 implies that R = 0, where as usual R standsfor the contribution of E to the residue at � �N . In the present paper we will work on thepossible implication (�(E�) = 2) ) (R 6= 0):Recall that �(E�) = 2 implies that �(E�) > 0 when the divisor on E consisting of theintersections with the other surfaces Ei, i 2 T , has a connected support, see for example [7,Proposition 2]; so at least in these cases our intentions are compatible with the results ofVeys.(0.5) In the �rst section we �x notations and recall some important facts. In Section 2 we�nd some strong conditions on the genera of the irreducible components of the curves E\Ei,for i 2 T , which should be ful�lled when the contribution of E to the residue at � �N is zero.These conditions will enable us in Section 3 to prove the following theorem.(0.5.1) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3]nC and �x an embedded resolution h : X ! A 3C off�1f0g in A 3C . Let E be a non-rational exceptional surface with h(E) = f0g and numerical4



data (�;N). Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irreducible components of the intersections E \ Ek,k 2 T , where Ek is another exceptional surface or an irreducible component of the stricttransform of f�1f0g. When Fi is a component of E \Ek(i), then we put �i := �k(i)� �NNk(i).Suppose that �i 6= 0; 1 for each i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. If �(E�) = 2, then the contribution R of Eto the residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �N is nonzero.Theorem 0.5.1 also holds for the motivic zeta function Zmot(f; s).1 Preliminaries(1.1) Let f be a nonconstant polynomial over C in n variables, i.e., f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C .An embedded resolution of f�1f0g in A nC consists of a nonsingular variety X and a properbirational morphism h : X ! A nC such that the restriction h : Xnh�1(f�1f0g) �! A nC nf�1f0gis an isomorphism and h�1(f�1f0g) has only normal crossings in X. An embedded resolutionalways exists in characteristic zero by Hironaka [9].A reduced closed subscheme E of everywhere codimension one of a nonsingular varietyX is said to have only normal crossings with a closed subscheme D of X, if for all x 2 Dthere exists a regular system of parameters t1; : : : ; tn in the local ring OX;x of X at x suchthat the ideal in OX;x of each irreducible component of E containing x is generated by oneof the ti, and the ideal of D in OX;x is generated by some of the ti. When D = X we saythat E has only normal crossings.(1.2) Fix an embedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC for a given polynomialf 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C . Let Ei, i 2 T = Te [ Ts, be the (reduced) irreducible components ofh�1(f�1f0g), where Ei is a (reduced) irreducible component of the exceptional divisor fori 2 Te and of the strict transform of f�1f0g in X for i 2 Ts. For each i 2 T , let Ni and �i�1be the multiplicities of Ei in the divisor on X of f � h and h�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn), respectively.The (�i; Ni), for i 2 T , are called the numerical data of the resolution (X; h). Although wedenote by de�nition the irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g) by Ei, we will often denotethem freely by E, E [m]i , et cetera. For the numerical data we then use the correspondingnotation (�;N), (�[m]i ; N [m]i ), et cetera. For i 2 T and I � T we denoteE�i := Ei n[j 6=iEj; EI :=\i2I Ei and E�I := EI n [j2TnIEj:In particular when I = ;, we have E; = X. Remark that X is the disjoint union of the E�I .Let Ej be an irreducible component of h�1(f�1f0g) and let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be theirreducible components of the intersections Ej \ Ek for k 2 T n fjg. For i 2 f1; : : : ; rg wewill also denote F �i := Fi n[j 6=iFj:
(1.3) We give a brief description of the Grothendieck ring of complex varieties. In thiscontext a variety is not necessarily irreducible, it is a reduced separated scheme of �nite5



type over C . We denote by K0(VarC ) the Grothendieck group (or ring) of complex varieties.It is the abelian group generated by the symbols [X], for X a complex variety, with therelations [X] = [Y ] if X and Y are isomorphic as complex varieties, and [X] = [Y ] + [X nY ]if Y is Zariski closed in X. There is a natural ring structure on K0(VarC ), the product of[X] and [Y ] being equal to [X�C Y ]. We set L := [A 1C ] and denote byMC the ring obtainedfrom K0(VarC ) by inverting L.Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C with f(0) = 0 and let h : X ! A nC be an embedded resolutionof f�1f0g in A nC . The motivic zeta function associated to f can be de�ned in terms of h asfollows: Zmot(f; s) :=XI�T [E�I \ h�1f0g]Yi2I L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 ;where [�] denotes the class in MC and where the expression L�s should be considered as avariable.Another interesting singularity invariant of f�1f0g is the Hodge zeta function. It is de�nedas ZHod(f; s) :=XI�T H(E�I \ h�1f0g)Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 2 Q (u; v)(T );where we consider (uv)�s as a variable T and where H(�) denotes the Hodge polynomial.For a variety V this Hodge polynomial is given by H(V ) := Pp;q ep;q(V )upvq 2 Z[u; v];here ep;q(V ) = Pi�0(�1)ihp;q(H ic(V; C )) with hp;q(H ic(V; C )) the rank of the (p; q)-Hodgecomponent of the i�th cohomology group with compact support of V .The zeta function Zmot(f; s) is a �ner invariant than ZHod(f; s); indeed, we can specializeZmot(f; s) into ZHod(f; s), heuristically by taking Hodge polynomials.We are especially interested in the poles of these zeta functions. For the zeta function on thelevel of Hodge polynomials we say that a rational number q is pole if (uv)�q is, consideringZHod(f; s) as a rational function in the variable T = (uv)�s. Being the only possible poles,we will call the elements of the set f� �iNi j i 2 Tg the candidate poles. So, to each irreduciblecomponent Ei of h�1(f�1f0g) we associate one candidate pole, namely the rational number� �iNi . One should remark that a candidate pole s� can only be a pole when there exists acomponent Ei with s� = � �iNi and satisfying Ei \ h�1f0g 6= ;.For the motivic zeta function we use the de�nition of a pole introduced in [19]. Verybriey, we just have to represent Zmot(f; s) as a quotient of two polynomials in the variableL�s over a \well-chosen" ring A, say for example Zmot(f; s) = N(L�s)=D(L�s). The mainpoint about A is that in this ring the elements 1� Lq and bLa , for q 2 Q n f0g, b 2 Z n f0gand a 2 Q , are units; see [19, Subsection 4.4] for the rigorous de�nition of A. Now we simplysay that a rational number q is a pole of Zmot(f; s) if there exists a number m 2 N nf0g suchthat (L�s � L�q )m jD(L�s) in A[L�s ], but (L�s � L�q )m - N(L�s) in A[L�s ].(1.4) Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn]n C . We �x an embedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nCin the sense of Hironaka's Main Theorem II [9, p. 142] by means of blowing-ups. We explainwhat we mean by this.Set X0 = A nC and Y [0] = f�1f0g. For i = 0; : : : ; m � 1 we have a �nite succession ofblowing-ups gi : Xi+1 ! Xi with irreducible nonsingular center Di � Xi and exceptional6



variety E[i+1]i+1 � Xi+1 subject to the following conditions. Let E [i+1]j and Y [i+1] denote thestrict transform of E [i]j and Y [i], respectively, in Xi+1 by gi for j = 1; : : : ; i.Then(1) X = Xm and h = g0 � � � � � gm�1;(2) for i = 0; : : : ; m� 1 we have Di � Y [i], codim(Di; Xi) � 2, and the multiplicity on Y [i]of all x 2 Di equals the maximal multiplicity on Y [i] (i.e., �x(Y [i]) = maxy2Y [i] �y(Y [i])for all x 2 Di);(3) [1�j�iE[i]j has only normal crossings and only normal crossings with Di (in Xi) fori = 1; : : : ; m� 1; and(4) �[1�j�mE [m]j � [ Y [m] = h�1(f�1f0g) has only normal crossings in Xm.Let V be a closed subscheme of everywhere codimension one of a nonsingular variety X.For all x 2 X we de�ne the multiplicity �x(V ) of x on V as the maximal integer m, suchthat the m-th power of the maximal ideal of the local ring OX;x of X at x contains the idealof V in OX;x.Obviously we can apply all the notations of (1.2) and (1.3) to this kind of embeddedresolutions. For the exceptional variety E [i+1]i+1 , i = 0; : : : ; m � 1, of the blowing-up gi :Xi+1 ! Xi we also denote�E[i+1]i+1 �� := E[i+1]i+1 n ��[ij=1E [i+1]j � [ Y [i+1]�:(1.4.1) Important notes. From now on we will mean by \embedded resolution" an em-bedded resolution in the sense of Hironaka. When we want to use a more arbitrary embeddedresolution, as in (1.1), we will simply say \arbitrary embedded resolution".In what follows we will often suppose, without explicitly mentioning it anymore, that apolynomial f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C and an embedded resolution h : X ! A nC (in the sense ofHironaka) are given. Recall that we will also always assume that f(0) = 0.When we talk about an exceptional variety without any further speci�cation we alwaysmean an exceptional variety of the morphism h, i.e., we consider the �nal stage of theresolution process. We should also note that sometimes, by abuse of notation, we willdenote a variety and its strict transform by a morphism in exactly the same way.(1.5) Fix i 2 f0; : : : ; m � 1g and set E = E[i+1]i+1 , D = Di, � = gijE : E ! D andk = codim (D;Xi). Let I be the ideal sheaf of D in Xi. Then we know by [8, TheoremII.8.24] that E, together with the induced projection map �, is isomorphic to the projectivespace bundle P(E) over D, associated to the locally free sheaf E = j�(I=I 2) of rank k on D,where j : D! Xi denotes the inclusion of D in Xi.When n = 3, the center D can only be a point or a nonsingular curve. If D is a point,then E �= P2; if D is a nonsingular curve, then E together with the morphism � : E ! D isa ruled surface over D, see [8, Proposition V.2.2].We proceed by stating one of the relations of Veys between the numerical data.7



(1.5.1) Theorem ([20, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2]). Let E 0j, j = 1; : : : ; s, be the reducedirreducible components of the intersections ofE with Y [i+1] and E [i+1]l for l 2 f1; : : : ; ig. Thenthe strict transform of E 0j in E[m]i+1 by the consecutive gljE[l+1]i+1 : E [l+1]i+1 ! E [l]i+1, i+ 1 � l < m,is equal to some irreducible component of the intersection of E [m]i+1 with another irreduciblecomponent of h�1(f�1f0g), say with Ek(j). Set �j := �k(j) � �[m]i+1N [m]i+1Nk(j) for j 2 f1; : : : ; sg.Then sXj=1 dj(�j � 1) + k = 0;where dj, j = 1; : : : ; s; is the degree of the intersection cycle E 0j�F on F for any �ber F �= Pk�1of � : E ! D over a point of D.Let us consider again the case that n = 3. When D is a point, the number dj is just thedegree of the curve E 0j in E �= P2. When D is a nonsingular curve, dj is nothing but thenumber of intersections of the curve E 0j with a general �ber F of �, see also [20, Example6.6(b)].(1.6) Let V be a nonsingular variety and V a nonsingular completion of V with normalcrossings boundary D; by this we mean that V is a nonsingular complete variety containingV as an open dense subset and that D = V nV is a divisor on V with only normal crossings.De�nition ([10, Chapter 11]). Let KV be the canonical divisor of V . Denote by N(KV +D)the set fm 2 N nf0g j dimH0(V;L(m(KV +D))) > 0g. Here L(m(KV +D)) is the invertiblesheaf corresponding to m(KV +D). Then the logarithmic Kodaira dimension �(V ) of V isde�ned to be�(V ) = � maxm2N(KV +D) dim�m(KV +D)(V ) if N(KV +D) 6= ;,�1 otherwise,where �m(KV +D) : V ! PN , with N = dimH0(V;L(m(KV +D))) � 1, is the rational mapassociated with the complete linear system jm(KV +D)j.This de�nition is independent of the choice of the completion V . Clearly �(V ) can only takeon the values �1; 0; 1; : : : ; dimV ; furthermore, we have �(W ) � �(V ) whenever W is anopen dense subset of the nonsingular variety V .Replacing the divisor KV + D by KV in the de�nition above precisely gives us theordinary Kodaira dimension �(V ) of V . Now, for n = 3, let E be an exceptional surfacewith h(E) = f0g. Then we know that E is birationally equivalent to a ruled surface.So, since for varieties V and W we have �(V � W ) = �(V ) + �(W ), we easily see that�(E�) = �(E) = �1. Thus obviously this notion is useless in our context. We need aninvariant that takes into account the curves E \Ek, k 2 T , where Ek is another exceptionalsurface or an irreducible component of the strict transform of f�1f0g. This is provided bythe logarithmic Kodaira dimension.For further use in the next section we state the following two theorems. But for the timebeing we can also use them to give us some more intuition. We need the notion of a �bered8



variety. For varieties V and W we call a morphism f : V ! W a �bered variety if f isdominating and the extension of �elds Rat(V )=Rat(W ) is algebraically closed. Here Rat(�)denotes the function �eld.(1.6.1) Easy Addition Theorem ([10, Theorem 11.9]). Let f : V ! W be a �beredvariety. Then for a general point x of W ,�(V ) � �(f�1fxg) + dimW:(1.6.2) Theorem ([11], [10, Theorem 11.15]). Let f : V ! W be a �bered variety suchthat a general �ber f�1fxg is a curve. If x is a general point, then�(V ) � �(f�1fxg) + �(W ):
2 Necessary conditions for residue zero(2.1) From now on we consider the case n = 3, i.e., f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3]. In this case of surfacesonly a very limited kind of exceptional surfaces can occur. They arise either by blowing upat a point or by blowing up at an (irreducible) nonsingular curve. After their creation, theyonly \change" when they have a nonempty intersection with the center D of a blowing-upappearing later on in the resolution process. This intersection consists of a �nite number ofpoints (or the whole curve D, but we may neglect this second possibility since blowing up anonsingular surface at a nonsingular curve results in an isomorphic surface). So one obtainsthe strict transform, i.e., the \changed" exceptional surface, by performing on the surfacea �nite number of point-centered blowing-ups. Remember that this important fact is truesince at any stage in the resolution process the already created exceptional locus has onlynormal crossings with D, see [6, page 605] or [20, Proposition 3.1].Notation. Let E be an exceptional surface. Then we denote by mE the number of point-centered blowing-ups that we performed on E after its creation.(2.2) Lemma. Let E be an exceptional surface.(i) If E is created by a blowing-up at a projective nonsingular curve D of geometric genusg, then H(E) = (uv)2 � gu2v � guv2 + (2 +mE)uv � gu� gv + 1.(ii) If E is created by a blowing-up at a point P , then H(E) = (uv)2 + (1 +mE)uv + 1.Proof. (i) Remember that at its creation E actually was a ruled surface � : E0 ! D overD. Since H(�) is an additive invariant, we immediately see that the Hodge polynomial of aruled surface over D equalsH(P1 �D) = H(P1)H(D) = (uv + 1)(uv � gu� gv + 1):9



Again by the additivity property of H(�) we obtain that for each point-centered blowing-upwe have to change the Hodge polynomial of a point by that of a projective line, i.e., we haveto change 1 by 1 + uv, or we just have to add uv. This implies thatH(E) = H(P1)H(D) +mEuv= (uv)2 � gu2v � guv2 + (2 +mE)uv � gu� gv + 1:(ii) In this case E was isomorphic with P2 at its creation. So by the discussion in (i) weonly have to prove that H(P2) = (uv)2 + uv + 1. But, again by the additivity of H(�), thisis obvious, since one can write P2 as the disjoint union A 2 t A 1 t fpointg. �(2.3) Fix an exceptional surface E which is created by a blowing-up at a nonsingular curveD of genus g and which satis�es h(E) = f0g. (Note that E itself is not supposed to be aruled surface over the curve D; we only suppose that we obtain E as a ruled surface E0 overD \changed" by the remaining sequence of blowing-ups in the resolution process after thecreation of E0.) Since h is proper, the assumption h(E) = f0g immediately implies that D isa complete, and hence projective, nonsingular curve. Also the surface E itself is a completevariety.Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irreducible components of the intersections E \ Ek, k 2 T ,where Ek is another exceptional surface or an irreducible component of the strict transformof f�1f0g. When Fi is a component of E \ Ek(i), then we put �i := �k(i), Ni := Nk(i)and �i := �i � �NNi, where (�;N) are the numerical data of E. Since E is complete andh�1(f�1f0g) is closed in X, we clearly see that also the curves Fi are complete.We are going to study the contribution of E to the residue (of order 1) of ZHod(f; s) at � �N ;so, we put ourselves in the generic situation that�i 6= 0 for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg;meaning that there is no other component Ek which intersects E and satis�es �N = �kNk . Notethat there eventually can be other contributions to the residue at � �N , but that those willnot interfere with the contribution of E because of this genericity condition. Finally we alsosuppose that �i 6= 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg:Note that when Fi is a curve with �i = 1, simply \forgetting" Fi will not change thecontribution of E to the residue at � �N .(2.4) Clearly the contribution of E to the residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �N isR := (1� uv)N(uv)��=N 0B@H(E�) + rXi=1 H(F �i ) uv � 1(uv)�i � 1 + rXi;j=1i<j mij (uv � 1)2((uv)�i � 1)((uv)�j � 1)1CA ;where mij := Fi �Fj for i; j 2 f1; : : : ; rg. In this section we will search for relations betweenthe genus g(D) of D and the genera g(Fi) of the curves Fi, assuming that R = 0.10



Write r = rpos+rneg, where rpos and rneg stand for the number of curves Fi with �i > 0 and�i < 0, respectively; and suppose for convenience that �i > 0 precisely for i 2 f1; : : : ; rposg.Also we write �i = ��i if �i < 0. Now we can state the following proposition.(2.5) Proposition. We use the notations and conditions of (2.3) and (2.4). If R = 0, then(i) g = rPi=rpos+1 gi,(ii) g = rposPi=1 gi + Pfij�i=1g gi and(iii) Pfij�i=xg gi = Pfij�i=xg gi for any x 2 Q+nf1g.Here we denote by g the genus of D and by gi the genus of Fi, for i = 1; : : : ; r.Proof. Using the notation of (2.1) we have by Lemma 2.2(i) thatR := N(uv)��=NR1� uv= (uv)2 � gu2v � guv2 + (2 +mE)uv � gu� gv + 1� rXi=rpos+1H(F �i )� rXi;j=1i<j mij+ rposXi=1 H(F �i )uv � (uv)�i(uv)�i � 1 + rXi=rpos+1H(F �i )(uv � 1)(uv)�i1� (uv)�i !
+0B@ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i;�j>0 mij (uv � 1)2((uv)�i � 1)((uv)�j � 1)+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i>0;�j<0 mij (uv � 1)2(uv)�j((uv)�i � 1)(1� (uv)�j)+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i;�j<0 mij (uv � 1)2(uv)�i+�j(1� (uv)�i)(1� (uv)�j)1CA ;where H(F �i ) = uv � giu� giv + 1� rPk=1k 6=i mik.Now we consider R(0; v) and we look at the coe�cient of the linear term of this polynomialin v. This coe�cient is �g + rXi=rpos+1 gi;which is equal to zero, since we assume that R = 0. So the �rst statement is already proven.11



When we also take into account that R(0; 0) = 0, we can rewrite the expression for R asfollows :R = (uv)2 � gu2v � guv2 + (2 +mE � rneg)uv+ rposXi=1 H(F �i )uv � (uv)�i(uv)�i � 1 + rXi=rpos+1H(F �i )(uv � 1)(uv)�i1� (uv)�i+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i;�j>0 mij (uv)2 � 2uv � (uv)�i+�j + (uv)�i + (uv)�j((uv)�i � 1)((uv)�j � 1)+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i>0;�j<0 mij (uv � 1)2(uv)�j((uv)�i � 1)(1� (uv)�j) + Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i;�j<0 mij (uv � 1)2(uv)�i+�j(1� (uv)�i)(1� (uv)�j) :By putting all the terms of R on the same denominator and by looking at the terms of thenumerator whose power of u is exactly one higher than the power of v, we deduce from thevanishing of R that0 = �gu2v rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� rposXi=1 giu(uv � (uv)�i) rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� rXi=rpos+1giu(uv � 1)(uv)�i rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1l6=i (1� (uv)�l): (�)Denote by q1 the minimum of the set fj�ij j1 � i � rg [ f1g. If q1 < 1, then the coe�cientof u1+q1vq1 is (�1)rpos�10@ Xfij�i=q1g gi1A+ (�1)rpos0@ Xfij�i=q1g gi1A :Since the expression (�) is zero, we obtain thatXfij�i=q1g gi = Xfij�i=q1g gi:If we now add the terms of (�) which contribute to the coe�cient above, we get� Xfij�i=q1g giu(uv � (uv)q1) rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� Xfij�i=q1g giu(uv � 1)(uv)q1 rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1l6=i (1� (uv)�l)= �0@ Xfij�i=q1g gi1Au(uv � (uv)q1)(uv)q1 � 1 rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)12



�0@ Xfij�i=q1g gi1Au(uv � 1)(uv)q11� (uv)q1 rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)= 0@ Xfij�i=q1g gi1A u2v rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l):So, in the expression (�) we can simply omit the terms contributing to the coe�cient aboveand replace the coe�cient �g by � g + Xfij�i=q1g gi:Now we can consider the minimum q2 := min(fj�ij j1 � i � r, j�ij > q1g [f1g) and proceedin the same way when q2 < 1, yielding the equalityXfij�i=q2g gi = Xfij�i=q2g gi;omitting the terms associated to �i = q2 and �i = q2, and replacing�g + Xfij�i=q1g gi by � g + Xfij�i=q1g gi + Xfij�i=q2g gi:We can keep on doing this until the minimum qn equals 1. (Remark that this processnecessarily has to stop after a �nite number of steps.) Then the coe�cient of u2v is0 = (�1)rpos0@�g + Xfij0<�i<1g gi1A� (�1)rpos�10@ Xfij�i>1g gi1A+ (�1)rpos0@ Xfij�i=1g gi1A= (�1)rpos0@�g + rposXi=1 gi + Xfij�i=1g gi1A :This proves (ii); but in the discussion above we also showed already the third statement forx < 1.In order to prove (iii) for x > 1 we �rst calculate the sum of all the terms contributingto the coe�cient of u2v :0@�g + Xfij0<�i<1g gi1A u2v rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � (uv)�i) rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� Xfij�i=1g giu(uv � 1)uv rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1l6=i (1� (uv)�l)= 0@�g + Xfij0<�i<1ggi + Xfij�i=1ggi1Au2v rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)13



� Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � (uv)�i) rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)= � Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � 1)(uv)�i rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l):Thus we can rewrite (�) in the following way :0 = � Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � 1)(uv)�i rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � 1)(uv)�i rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1l6=i (1� (uv)�l):If we denote by t1 the minimum of the set fj�ij j1 � i � r, j�ij > 1g, then the coe�cient ofu1+t1vt1 is 0 = (�1)rpos�10@ Xfij�i=t1g gi � Xfij�i=t1g gi1A ;which is precisely statement (iii) for x = t1. Note that the contributing terms cancel eachother; so the summation sets fij�i > 1g and fij�i > 1g can simply be replaced by fij� > t1gand fij�i > t1g, respectively. Repeat the same procedure. Because there are only �nitelymany numbers �i, this proves the proposition. �(2.6) Remarks.(i) Proposition 2.5 clearly imposes some new conditions on the possible con�gurations inthe case that R = 0. As we will see in the proof of Theorem 3.4, when g > 0 there willbe at least one and at most two curves Fi with gi > 0. When g = 0, we immediately�nd that all curves Fi need to be rational.(ii) It is easily seen that Proposition 2.5 still holds when some of the curves Fi have �i = 1;we only have to replace the second statement byg = rposXi=1�i 6=1 gi + Xfij�i=1g gi:3 Logarithmic Kodaira dimension and candidate polesof order 1(3.1) In this section we �x a non-rational exceptional surface E with h(E) = f0g. Wealready know that at its creation E was a ruled surface � : E0 ! D over a nonsingular14



projective curve D of genus g � 1, see (2.1) and (2.3). To pass from E0 to E we only have toperform the remaining sequence of blowing-ups in the resolution process after the creation ofE0. We denote the restriction to E of the composition of these blowing-ups by ' : E ! E0.Forgetting some isomorphisms, ' consists only of a �nite number of point-centered blowing-ups.
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Figure 2In the �gure above the sketched curves on E are the (reduced) irreducible components Fi,i = 1; : : : ; r, of the intersections of E with the other components Ek of h�1(f�1f0g); the samenote applies to the curves Gi, i = 1; : : : ; s, on E0 where one has to consider the resolutionprocess at the stage of the creation of E0. We use the same notation �i, for i = 1; : : : ; r,as in (2.3), meaning that when Fi is a component of E \ Ek(i) we put �i = �k(i) � �NNk(i);and we suppose that �i 6= 0; 1. Then we will prove in Theorem 3.4 that if �(E�) = 2, thenthe contribution R of E to the residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �N is di�erent from zero. (Recallthat \forgetting" a curve Fi with �i = 1 will not change R, but note that it might a�ect�(E�). This is the reason why we make the assumption that �i 6= 1 for i = 1; : : : ; r.) Wewill need the following facts. The �rst one is an immediate corollary of Hurwitz's Theorem[8, Corollary IV.2.4].(3.2) Lemma. Let Gi be an intersection curve on E0 which is not a �ber of �. Let eGi bethe strict transform of Gi by ' and fi : eGi ! D the restriction of � �' to eGi. Then we havegi = g + (ni � 1)(g � 1) + degRi2 ;where gi is the geometric genus of Gi, ni the degree of fi and Ri the rami�cation divisor offi. In particular this implies that gi � g.(3.2.1) Remarks.(i) We denote by di the number of intersections of the curve Gi with a general �ber F of�, recall the remark at the end of Subsection 1.5. In particular, the �bers are preciselythe curves Gi with di = 0. Then we haveni = deg fi = di:15



(ii) Let Gi be a curve with di = 1. Then we know by the �rst remark that fi : eGi ! Dis an isomorphism. But in this case we even know that Gi is already nonsingular andthat �jGi : Gi ! D is an isomorphism. Indeed, put �i := �jGi : Gi ! D.
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i Figure 3Since any two �bers of a ruled surface are algebraically equivalent, we see that1 = di = Gi �(any �ber of �);implying already that Gi is nonsingular. Because deg fi = di = 1, we also havedeg �i = 1; yielding that �i is an isomorphism. Remark also that the compositionD ��1i�!Gi ,! E0is a section of � : E0 ! D.
(3.3) Lemma. The ruled surface � : E0 ! D is a �bered variety.Proof. Because � is obviously dominating, we only have to prove that the �eld extensionRat(E0)=Rat(D), given by ��, is algebraically closed. Let U be an a�ne open subset ofD such that ��1(U) �= P1 � U and such that under this isomorphism � coincides withthe second projection p2 : P1 � U ! U . Then we equivalently can study the �eld extensionRat(A 1�U)=Rat(U), given by p�2. Now suppose that U = SpecA with A a �nitely generatedC -algebra. Then A 1 � U = Spec(C [x] 
C A) �= Spec(A[x]);where x is a variable. If the �eld of fractions of A is denoted by K, we getRat(U) = K;Rat(A 1 � U) = K(x);so the lemma follows from the easy fact that the �eld extension K(x)=K, given by thecanonical embedding, is algebraically closed. �Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper.(3.4) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3]nC . Fix an embedded resolution h : X ! A 3C of f�1f0gin A 3C and use the notation of Section 1. Let E be a non-rational exceptional surface with16



h(E) = f0g and numerical data (�;N). Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irreducible componentsof the intersections E \Ek, k 2 T , where Ek is another exceptional surface or an irreduciblecomponent of the strict transform of f�1f0g. When Fi is a component of E \Ek(i), then weput �i := �k(i) � �NNk(i). Suppose that �i 6= 0; 1 for each i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. If �(E�) = 2, thenthe contribution R of E to the residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �N is nonzero.Proof. We use the same notation as in (3.1). Suppose that all the conditions of the theoremare ful�lled, but R = 0. Remark that E� �= E�0 , since the centers of the blowing-ups alwaysbelong to the strict transform of f�1f0g (by the resolution process up to the right stage).Thus �(E�0) = �(E�) = 2.There can be at most two curves Gi with di � 1. Indeed, if Gi is such a curve, then weknow by Lemma 3.2 that gi � g � 1, where gi is the geometric genus of Gi. So also the stricttransform eGi of Gi by ', which equals one of the curves Fj, has geometric genus gi � g. ByProposition 2.5(i) and (ii) we see that there can be at most two such curves Fj.On the other hand, since D did belong to an exceptional surface (of the resolution processat the stage just before the blowing-up with center D), there is at least one Gi with di = 1,say G1.By Lemma 3.3 we can easily deduce that also �jE�0 : E�0 ! D is a �bered variety. SoTheorem 1.6.1 implies that�(E�0) � � P1n( sXi=1 di points)!+ 1;which yields by Figure 1 in (0.4) that sXi=1 di � 3:Thus there are exactly two curves Gi with di 6= 0. Let G2 be the second one. Then d2 � 2.When g � 2, we are done now, since by Lemma 3.2g2 = g + (d2 � 1)(g � 1) + degRi2 > g;contradicting Proposition 2.5.When g = 1, we are not ready yet. Let eG1 and eG2 be equal to Fj(1) and Fj(2), respec-tively. Since the only curves Fj with nonzero genus are among the eGi, we can conclude byProposition 2.5(iii) that �j(1) + �j(2) = 0:But by Theorem 1.5.1 we also know thatd1(�j(1) � 1) + d2(�j(2) � 1) = �2:Combining the two relations yields that(d2 � 1)(�j(2) � 1) = 0;which is again a contradiction since d2 � 2 and �j(2) 6= 1. This proves the theorem. �17



(3.4.1) Remark. As explained in [19, Proposition 5.4.1], the appropriate de�nition of thecontribution of E to the residue at � �N of the motivic zeta function is the expressionRmot := (L � 1)�NL��=N 0B@[E�] + rXi=1 [F �i ] (L � 1)L��i1� L��i + rXi;j=1i<j mij (L � 1)2 L�(�i+�j)(1� L��i )(1� L��j )1CAin the ring A of Subsection 1.3. Then Theorem 3.4 also holds for the motivic zeta functionZmot(f; s). This can easily be proved by using the technique of specialization. For a verysimilar argument, see for example [19, Proof of Theorem 5.5], [15, Proof of Theorem 5.2]and [17, Remark 3.8.2(ii)].(3.5)We keep on using for a moment the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.4. An importantingredient in this proof is that the condition of maximal logarithmic Kodaira dimensionimplies that Psi=1 di � 3. Actually we then proved that under the latter condition theresidue R is not zero. In the following proposition we show that in \most of these cases" wedo have maximal logarithmic Kodaira dimension.(3.5.1) Proposition. Use the same notation as in (the proof of) Theorem 3.4; in particular� : E0 ! D denotes a ruled surface over the curve D with g(D) = g. Suppose thatPsi=1 di � 3. Then(i) if g � 2, we have �(E�0) = 2,(ii) if g = 1 and at least one of the curves Gi is a �ber, we have �(E�0) = 2,(iii) if g = 0 and at least three of the curves Gi are �bers, we have �(E�0) = 2.Remark that in (iii) we freely use the notation of this section for a ruled surface over arational curve D, although we assume in (3.1) that E0 is non-rational.Proof. Consider the morphism �jE�0 : E�0 ! U , where U is the open subset of D which isobtained from D by removing the points �(Gi) with Gi a �ber of �. We apply Theorem1.6.2 to this morphism, which is a �bered variety by Lemma 3.3. This yields that�(E�0) � � P1n( sXi=1 di points)!+ �(U):Since Psi=1 di � 3, we know by Figure 1 in (0.4) that the right-hand side of the inequalityabove is equal to 2. This proves the proposition. �(3.5.2) Remark. We already mentioned above that we actually showed in the proof ofTheorem 3.4 that under the condition Psi=1 di � 3 the residue R is not zero. Possibly thisincludes cases with �(E�0) < 2. But Proposition 3.5.1 learns us that these special cases canonly occur when g = 1 and none of the curves Gi is a �ber. Consider for example thefollowing situation where G1, G2 and G3 are three nonintersecting sections of �.18



-G1 G2 G3 E0 � g = 1
D

Figure 4Note that in this case we even have �(E�0) = 0. It is interesting to recall that this isexactly one of the exceptions in the framework of Veys where he wants to prove that R = 0when �(E�0) = �(E�) � 0, see [21, Theorem 5.9]. It is an intriguing question whether ornot this situation can occur in an embedded resolution. The impossibility of occurrence isalready proved by Veys when all the singular points of f�1f0g are absolutely isolated, see[21, De�nition 5.10 and Proposition 5.12].(3.6) Remark. When some of the curves Fi have �i = 1 the conclusion of Theorem 3.4remains true if we consider E� to be E n [fij�i 6=1gFi;at least when g � 2. Indeed, let U be the open subset of E�, obtained from E� by alsoremoving the curves Fi which have �i = 1 and which are not equal to one of the curves eGj.Then we have �(U) = 2:It is not so hard to verify that U �= E�0 n fP1; : : : ; Pmgfor certain points Pj on E0, where also E�0 has to be interpreted asE0 n [fij�j(i) 6=1gGiwith j(i) such that eGi equals Fj(i). Actually, each point Pj only belongs to some curves Giwith �j(i) = 1 and somewhere in our process towards E we performed a blowing-up at it.Because Theorem 1.6.1 is only interested in a general �ber, we can conclude thatsXi=1�j(i) 6=1 di � 3:On the other hand, following the proof of Theorem 3.4, we know by Remark 2.6(ii) that therecan be at most two curves Gi with di � 1 and �j(i) 6= 1. This again completes the proof for19



g � 2 by Lemma 3.2. Remark that for g = 1 we needed in the last and technical part of theproof of Theorem 3.4 the existence of a curve Gi with di = 1. In our new situation it mayhappen that this curve Gi, which of course still exists, has �j(i) = 1, making it impossible(for us) to end the argumentation.(3.7) Remarks.(i) For a rational exceptional surface E with h(E) = f0g and all �i 6= 0 we have thatR 6= 0 as soon as one of the curves Fi on it, with �i 6= 1, is non-rational. Indeed, whenE is created by a blowing-up at a rational curve, this easily follows from Proposition2.5 and Remark 2.6(ii). When E is created by a point-centered blowing-up, we argueas follows. Recall the expression for R :R = 1� uvN(uv)��=N  H(E�) + rXi=1 H(F �i ) uv � 1(uv)�i � 1+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rgmij (uv � 1)2((uv)�i � 1)((uv)�j � 1)1A ;where mij := Fi �Fj. Suppose that R = 0. Remark that the expression for R canbe obtained from the one in the proof of Proposition 2.5 by replacing in H(E�) thecoe�cient (2 +mE) by (1 +mE) and g by 0, see Lemma 2.2(ii). So, after performingthose replacements in the expression for R in the proof of Proposition 2.5, we can goagain through the details of that proof. This time the conclusion will be that gi = 0for all curves Fi with �i 6= 1.(ii) When E is a rational exceptional surface such that h(E) = f0g, all �i 6= 0 and allcurves Fi, with �i 6= 1, are rational, we have some partial results, all obtained bytedious and very laborious calculations.(a) When E = P2 and the curves Fi, with �i 6= 1, form a con�guration of lines havingonly normal crossings, we can show thatR 6= 0 if and only if �(E n [fij�i 6=1gFi) = 2:(b) When E is created as a projective plane E0 and there is only one intersectioncurve G on E0 and the singularities of G are all cusps or ordinary r-fold points,i.e., analytically equivalent to a con�guration of r lines through one point, thenwe have (�(E0 nG) = 2) ) (R 6= 0):References[1] N. A'Campo, La fonction zeta d'une monodromie, Comment. Math. Helv. 50 (1975),233{248. 20
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